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l!illU'tondTIe!:WOSl~". was an air of victory that penneat- housing department. is trying to
5peciJll ...Arbi.c. ed. . . do as mudt as possible to ease stu-
_. _H Resid~ts iladrallied and suo- dents transition to other housingMarY'-lliytOfi:8mlthiS" weu-' ces'itUlly SeCured the right of theIr-·alternanves. .. . . .
known at the University Courts children to remain at Riverside . She said the 3O-day notice
apartment complex-part rabble- Elementary after a redistricting requirement has been waived and
rouser, ~ student activist and effort had remanded them to Court residents are being given
part neighborhood mom-eshe, Garfield. first priority to move into any of
and others like her are the fabric of Oayton-Smith. feeling that the the-oi:herapartment complexes, as
this dose-knit community. redistricting tar)?eted low-income openings are made available,
That fabric will be rent in two children from BSU for the transfer "The student Social Workers
this summer when the University out of Riverside a "higher- organization has offered to get
demolishes the Courts apartment income" district. decided to fight boxes, moving boxes, for the stu-
complex to make room for con- back, dents that are going to be moving
struction of a 275- bed facility, "We(theCourtsresidents)had so we are helping with that too,"
according to Kathy Cahill-Barkes, a big fight We showed up to a Cahill-Barl<essaid.
University Courts apartment couple of council meetings and Although these efforts are ami-
manager. . gave them our opinion. I took a able they haven't relieved the em-
"Courts have a strong commu- petition around and got about 120 nomic impact for students. like
nity. I think of all of our apartment . lures. So they did listen:' OaytonSmith.
complexes it probably has the best ~yton-Smith said. "1. was checking out some
communi~ spirit. I think that peo- Their elation didn't last long. apartments where tI1e)r are going
ple were disappointed, you know, however. In January, the apart- (pointing to her neighbor) and
that they were going to go their ment's approXimately 125 resi- because their income level is at a
separate ways," Cahill-Barkes dents were met with a notice post- certain place they can get a three
said. ed on their doors informing them bedroom for under $..'ioo, but ifwe
This dimate of disappointment they had until July 31 to vacate the were to go, we would be at $750,"
has not always marked the Courts premises, Oayton-Smith said. . Oa~n-8mith said. .
community. Late last fall there According to Cahill-Barkes, the We are both paying on heavy
student loans. They don't take that
into consideration they just say,
'What's your gross income?' So
there isno way thai we could go
out there and find an apartment
anywhere but in something like a
university complex. " Clayton-
Smith said.
Finding room at the university
won't be easy either.
Only four three-bedroom
apartments will remain after
Courts is demolished and the
competition will be steep.
The new complex will be
designed with smaller families or
single students in mind, according
to housing officials.
"Now we all have to separate
and go wherever we can afford to
go or squish a big family into a
small place," Oayton-8mith said,
However, more than aowding
or financial impact troubles,
Oayton-8mith and those like her
will simply miss their friends.
"There are some really good
neighbors. I'm not necessarily a
good neighbor. I mean we're very
Above: The group Kawa Talko
from Ontario drums durlno the
Japanese Cultural fair held In
the Student Union Jordan
Ballroom last Sunday. Both
Koto and Talko drums were
featured. The fair was part of
the 60th anniversary of
Japanese American
Internment, and featured cal-
1I0raphy, martial arts demon-
strotlons, and origami among
other things.
Right Hlroml Gandolfo shows
off kimonos for sale at the fair.
Speaker to focus on bioterrorism
.want to develop sensors to .look involve testing tnt: sensors under Gribbs said.
for hazardous chemicals that real conditions in the soil. Shewill Krieger is an adjunct associate
have accidentally leaked into the be looking for hazardous chemi- professor of toxicology at· the
On May 3, Gary R Krieger, ground from a spill, and the other cals in the ground. University of Colorado, as well as
MD. will give a presentation on possibility that they can be used As a civil engineer, she will a partner at .Newfields
'The Toxicology of Chemical and to look for hazardous chemicals test the sensors in simulated field Companies, LLC in Denver.
Biological Weapons.' The lecture in places like airports or cargo conditions; and la\eI' in real con- Krieger has worked on and
is sponsored by BSU's College of bays. I think this lecture is rele- ditions, such' as a hazardous advised projects for the Peace
Engineering. and will focus on vant for what is going on in the chemical spill. Corps, the US Agency for
the spreading· infannation and world, as well as tne research The development of these International Development,
misinformation about chemical we're going to do here." chemical sensors is already' Harv.uU International Institute
and biological weapons (CBWs~ This winter, BSU received the underway. Dr. Russell has devel- for International Development,
specifically after the events of 9- grant to'develop new tedmology oped a sensor that detects mer- World Bank. as well as many
11. that can potentially seek out hai- cuxy. With a little more develop- other inb>.mational governments
Last fall's surge in anthrax ardous chemicals. ment in the packaging and other in Europe, Asia-Pacif\c, and
mail attacks, and copymt scares Boise State professors Gnbbs, areas, Gribbs expects to be able to Africa. .
made the nation sit up and take Dr. Joe Hartman in electrical start tes~ formercury spills by He is certified in internal med-
notice of the potentially lethal and engineering. Dr. Dale Russell and the end or the first year of the kine, oo:upational medicine, and
dangerous reality of random Dr~Michael Hill iOchemistry, Dr. grat'lt. .. toxicology. A member of various
cheriUcal, attacks by individual Amy Moll in me<hanical engi- Gribbs is excited to hear professional societies, he also
terrorists. neering. as well as Dr. Hero Hill, Krieger's lecture. serves on the editorial boards of
I<rit.>ger will give the history of professor of chemistry at ''It's interesting as an engineer several different scientific jour-
CBWs,beforemovingontoanin- Washington State University researching about how to devel- na1s.. . . .
depth presentation of the medical received .congressional approval ' op the sensors. Dr. Krieger deals In recent. years, Krieger· has
toxicol~ (or the most signifi- for their request for funding to with how the chemicals affect done public works centered on
cant diemical and biological' reseanh and develop these sen- humans. It's re1ated to what the potential for diseaSe arr.plifi-
agens~~c ..bacterial,. "':_.' and sors.. ......_ BSU p_~~ nm~ we'~ doing, but is in a separate cation and magnification associ-
t"""""':' vu.... 11'" lUl~" r-"--'t"""'"~ fie1d.medica1insteadofengineer- ate<! .with tarsteinfrastructure
biol~ toxins, as well as neu- this project to Congress through ~.The ~lems are interdisci- P~ in tlle Sub-!?aharan
t:.r cherni.· . ·cal.'agents will be Idano's &!nator ~ Ctai& ..aplinary,and we as .engineers Africa. .' .
ted and discuSsed as well. inember . of.. the .•..Senate • iieed.to. b!! a~ of1mCkolOgy I<rieger's lecture will be held .
I.Moll • ... Gribbs,·· .Civil Appropr,iati<JP.?Comini~·· ....•..•.When.we~the~ in the Micron .EtWneerlrtg.
~..£~r, said.··.'1}~grant:JS~bythe, ·.W~have.to.tal<einto~lft-:. ~'~RoomJ06, Miy3 at.3:
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dose. You know, there are certain
neighbors you meet you really
enjoy and there are others that you
put up with. But, I think all in all,
we watd\ out for each other's kids
and it's going tobe kinda sad. A
lot of people are in their last year or
. two years and we all planned on
hanging out together and finish-
ing It oft" Oayton-8mith said ..
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New club seeks
to boostBSU
school spirit
B~ Erlg Willis
TICAnita
Fifteen Boise State
University students have
formed a new- student organi-
zation to promote campus tra-
dition and foster school pride
for a more enriching college
experience:
The Boise State Student
Alumni Association (SAA) has
partnered with the university's
existing alumni association to
promote student involvement
that will continue after gradua-
tion.
Dawn Dll'uria.; SAA presi-
dent, said because BSU is a
nontraditional school, much of
the campus life and experience'
has been lost, and SANs goal
is-to encourage student partici-
pation and re-cstablisb loyalty
and pride among students.
"We want everyone to have
the same sort of feeling about
Boise State," she said.
DiFuria said she wants stu-
dents to appreciate the univer-
sity and, after graduation, feel
they were a part of the commu-
nity.
SAA members plan to pro-
mote student involvement
through the group's particiv.a-
. tion in upcoming events ltke
Homecoming, the Bronco' Bash
Tailgate Parties in the fall and
the semiannual Graduation
Celebrations.
Additionally, the group
plans to form a Traditions
Committee that will promote
current BSU tri\ditions, like the
annual Chili Feed, and develop
new traditions that reflect stu-
dent interests.
SAA advisor Casandra
Sipes said the student associa-
tion, modeled after similar
organizations at other univer-
sities, was formed to increase
involvement in student pro-
grams sponsored by the BSU
Alumni Association and to
establish new ones.
"We really. wanted to
advance a student group that
was part of us, but at the same
time to have the students cre-
ate the kind of prognims they
want," she said.
Sipes said· the founding
'members of SAA are motivat-
ed and determined to create a
new excitement on campus
that will help maintain Bronco
spirit.
"They will be actively seek-
ing new ways to get more stu-
dents involved [and) excited
about our activities, traditions
and pride," she said.
"Generating fun traditions for
Boise State students creates a
bond to the university that
keeps students connected to
Boise State for life."
Currently, the association is
seeking formal recognition as a
student organization' from
ASBSU.
On Monday, the group sub-
mitted their. proposed constitu-
tion for approval to ASBSU's
judiciary committee.
DiFuria said, "Being recog-
nized as a student group is
pretty imr0rtant." .
Forma recognition will give
SAA access to more facilities
and resources on campus and
ensure greater exposure for the
group's efforts, she said,
The organization was
formed in early March after
coordinators from the BSU
Alumni Association recruited
student leaders throughout
various campus groups.
On March 16, the students
held a retreat to draft their con-
stitution and create the organi-
zation's structure and gUide-
lines. .
BSU football coach Dan
Hawkins spoke at the event
about the importance of build-
ing tradition and creating an
atmosphere of pride and spirit
in the campus community.
On April 8, the founding
members elected five officers
to serve for the inaugural year.
The officers are Dawn
DiFuria, president; Mike
Clifford, vice president; Katie
Dane, secretary; Ryan
.vanderlinden, treasurer; and
Logan Freeman, public rela-
tions officer. .
SAA has marketing booths
in the Student Union Building
and Chaffee Hall this week to
recruit new members for the
fall.
DiFuria sai4 anyone inter-
ested in· becoming a memlter
should stop by the booths or
attend_SAA's next meeting on
Tuesday, April 30.
. The group will gather at 6
p.m. in the Alumni Cel'\ter.
.University Courts renters face eviction
The University Courts are located behind the Student Health
and Wellness Center.
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33 arrested in foreign policy demonstration
WASHINGTON - Thirty-
three protestors were arrest-
ed M9nday morning for
staging .sit-ins that blocked
_. ,_, ,entrances to congressional
parking lots in Washington,
D.C., while protesting U.S.
foreign policy in Colombia.
The National
Mobilization on Colombia, a
pro-Colombian organiza-
tion, gathered at 1,4tliStreet
and Madison Drive at 7 a.m,
Moriday morning to engage
in a direct action of what
protest organizer Jeff
Winder called a "forceful
and nonviolent march from
the Washington Monument
to the capital building."
"Once we reach the
Capitol, large and small
groups will engage in nonvi-
olent, direct action to carry
the message to Congress and
change U.S policy, which
causes suffering and death
to the people of Colombia,"
he said.
. Approximately 800 pro-
testors flanked by more than
Abercrombie·T-shirts rouse Brown U. students' ire
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By Carla Blumenkranz
Brown Daily Herald (Brown
UJ '
PROVIDENCE, R.I.
Students at Brown
University and colleges
nationwide are demanding
an apology from the clothing
retailer Abercrombie & Fitch
for a line of T-shirts they say
perpetuate stereotypes of
Asian-Americans.
About 10 Brown students
handed out fliers and gath-
ered petition signatures at
the Providence Place Mall on
Saturday, in coordination
with similar protests orga-
seven different divisions of
D.C. Metro police guided
the . marchers along
Constitution Avenue, finally
culminating in upper Senate
Park.
At approximately 8:15
a.m. the demonstrators split
up and took differerinoutes'
tlirough the city. Protestors
who did not want to be
'arrested continued on
Constitution Avenue, while
others turned toward the
parking lot .entrances to
stage sit-ins.
Eighteen protesters were
taken into custody at the
Capitol entrance at 1st and
Delaware Streets in the
Northeast section of the city,
and approximately 15 addi-
tional demonstrators were
arrested at 1st and East
Capitol Streets.
. Members of the groups
formed human chains,
blocking an entrance to a
congressional larking lot.
Those arreste are being
charged with obstructing
traffic, a crime which carries
a penalty of a $500 fine and
up to 90 days in jail if con-
nized at universities includ-
ing Harvard and Stanford
and at Abercrombie head-
quarters in Illinois. .
The Tvshirts depict adver-
tisements for fictional busi-
nesses that include Wong
Brothers Laundry Services
and bear slogans such as
"Two Wongs can make it
white."
The shirts were pulled off
shelves last week, but stu-
dents across the country
plan to protest until
Abercrombie issues an apol-
ogy, said Brown protest
organizer Bonnie Kwon.
Other demands include
victed.
"I am here to voice my
descent with the U.S. gov-
ernment's policy on the
expansion on the war on ter-
rorism," said Julia Bend, a
demonstrator who traveled
from San Francisco. "I don't
feel·that what- the- govern-
ment is doing is doing any
good but only harming the
people and the environ-
ment."
Bend also noted U.S. tax
dollars are being given to
Colombia, of which she said
a majority goes to the mili-
tary to defend the 490-~ile
pipeline connected to an
Occidental-operated oil
field.
That money would be bet-
ter spent on drug treatment
programs that are much
needed here in the United
States, Bend said.
That plpeline., called the
Cano Limon, has been a tar-
get of the Revolutionary
Armed Forces of Colombia.
The repeated bombings fre-
quently have left the
pipeline inoperable, costing
Occidental millions of dol-
diversity training for
Abercrombie employees and
increased representation of
minorities in the store's cata-
logue.
Students gathered at 4
.p.m. Saturday at Faunce
Arch, where they handed
out fliers 1:0 Spring Weekend
concertgoers. and proceeded
downtown to the Providence
Place Mall. The students dis-
tributed their fliers and
gathered over 300 signatures
on a petition demanding an
apology from the company,
Kwon said.
Few shoppers had heard
about the T-shirts, but nearly
lars.
"Civil disobedience isa
long-standing tradition in
the United States, and the
ability to take direct action
where one sees an injustice
is to have power," said
Patrick Rainsbouraough,
demonstration organizer. ...
There was legal council
provided by the organizers
for those who were arrested,
and they were available to
talk to police to find out
where the demonstrators
could and could not go.
Monday's events were
part of' a weekend-long
protest of various topics,
Including the World
Bank/lMF meetings and a
pro-Palestinian march.
Hundreds of protestors
gathered at the Sylvan
Theatre on the southwest
side of the Washington
Monument.Sunday to listen
to speakers, hear musicians
and watch a J?uppet show to
protest U.S. mvolvement in
Columbia.
The march wall sponsored .
by Mobilization for Global
Justice.
all were receptive to the
campaign for a formal apolo-
gy, said Michelle Lin, who
worked with Kwon to orga-
nize the protest.
The protesters hoped to
speak to Abercrombie &
Fitch president Michael
Jeffries, who visited the store
Saturday, but found he had
already' left when they
arrived, Kwon said.
"It was really hard to
mobilize students" to arrive
before the Spring Weekend
concert on the Main Green
concluded, she said.
Involved students hope to
increase awareness of the
~" ...
• :"" ".c_. , ,'_ ~
Participants of the rally
put on a show carrying large
puppets mounted on sticks,
depicting the effects of U.S.-
sponsored oil drilling and
the drug war on the people
of Colombia.
Among the many speak-
ers were Eleiza Braun from
Student Peace Actlon
Network, who discussed her
experience in Columbia and
has "seen the human face of
those in Colombia, and it
was shameful," she said.
"We want the U.S. foreign
policy towards Colombia to
Chan~e."
Wmder spoke about end-
ing the School of the
Americas, a U.S.~sponsored.
military training program in
Latin American countries
and his desire to' "stop U.S.
military aid to Colombia"
and "to stop the fumigation
of the crops, that the people
need to survive."
Winder expressed his
hope to inform U.S.
Congress' there are people
who do not support their
action in Colombia. They
also want to close the school
of the Americas, which is
located at Fort Benning in
Columbus, Ga.
This facility is the U.S.
Army's Spanish-language
training facility for Latin
. American military person-
nel. Established in 1946, the
school, along with the U.S.
Air Force's Inter-American
Air Forces Academy,
attracts the largest number
of Latin American military
students.
Winder said he hopes to
"end the fumigation of the
subsistence crops, which
detrimentally effect· ,.the
environment as well as the
people of Colombia."
He was very happy with
the turn out and said more
people were arriving slowly
from the interfaith service
that was being held at the
First Congregational
Church. He expressed his
excitement at the diverse
crowd the protest had
drawn.
campaign for an apology on
campus this week and par-
ticipate in a national boycott
of Abercrombie, Lin said.
Student groups are now ask-
ing that shoppers buy
clothes from the company
and then immediately return
them, explaining their rea-
sons for doing so, she added.
Abercrombie & Fitch did
not expect the T-shirts to cre-
ate controversy,
Spokesperson Hampton
Carney said in a statement
issued last .week.
"The thought was that
everyone would love them,
especially the Asian oomrnu-
nity," he said. "Wethought
they were cheeky, irreverent
and funny."
This is not the first time
Abercrombie has generated
community protest. Parent
groups have long com-
plained about the explicit
content of its catalogue, and
in 1998 Mothers against
. Drunk Driving protested an
Abercrombie & Fitch adver-
.tisement for alcoholic
drinks.
The T-shirts have fetched
as much as $250 at
Bbay.com's online auctions
Web site.
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Experience .Polynesian
food &: culture at Boise
State Luau 2002
Learn about the unique
Polynesian cultures of .
Hawaii, Samoa, Tahiti and
New Zealand at Boise
State University's Luau
2002 at 6:30 p.m. Saturday,
April 27, in, the Student
Union Jordan Ballroom.
The luau is presented
by Boise State's Hui-O-
Aloha club.
A Fire Knife Dance,
coconut husking, a sing-a-
long to the Hawaiian
alphabet song and a buffet
serving traditional
Hawaiian foods such as
kahlua pork, teriyaki
chicken and pineayple
boats are just a few 0 the
highlighted events at the
luau. . .
, Advance purchase tick-
et prices are $17.50 for
gener.al admission, $10.50
for students of all ages and
$5 for children under 5.
Show-only tickets are $5.
Tickets are available at
Select-a-Seat, 426-1766 or
www.idahotickets.com.
Tickets will be available
at the door for an addition-
al $2.50 per person. Each
person who purchases a
dinner I show ticket will
receive an orchid lei or a
kukui nut lei. Audience
participants will receive
free club T-shirts.
Raffle tickets may be
purchased for $1. Prizes
include a ukelele, plume-
ria [ewelry, Hawaiian print
car seat covers and a black
and white photograph by
well-known Hawaiin pho-
tographer Kim Taylot
Reece.
The luau is an opportu-
nity for the students ofthe
Hui-O-Aloha club to share
their culture with area res-
idents.
Although Polynesian
dress is not required,
many people come dressed
in aloha shirts and wrap
skirts. For more informa-
tion call 426-4636.
B.NUewsC· .k·e't.:..ROVing... . ..... J;l\a.g.ician.s,. .. rovinE! minstrels, rocldn'. musicaans andmorewill
help celebrate Boise State
Unlversity's. Earth Day
Sprtng Fling·from noon to
8 p.m.· Saturday at Julia
Davis Park. '
On the main stage will
be local bands The Clumsy
Lovers, Marcus Eaton and
the Lobby, Farmdog, John
Nemeth and the Three
Jacks and 54nVision, a
New York band that fuses
flamenco, reggae and hip-
hop.
An acoustic stage will
feature solo, 'duo' and
dance troupes from artists
such as Andy Porter, Larry
Clark, Gayle Chapman
and more.
Four guest speakers
will talk about issues rang-
ing from nuclear waste in
Idaho to harnessing solar
energy. A "Kid's Korner"
will provide activities for
children and adults such
as sumo wrestling, face
and body art, a Jurassic
obstacle course, wax hand
art, mask-making and'
inflatable games.
Over 60 retail, informa-
tion and food booths will
provide exhibitions,
demonstrations, T-shirts,
artwork and more.
Admission to Boise
State Earth Day Spring
Fling is free. For more
information call 426 1223.
Honors Organiz.tion
sponsors hair donations
April 20
The Boise State Honors
Student Organization is
sponsoring "Locks of
Love," a hair drive in
which donations will be
used to make wigs for chil-
dren with medical hair
loss.
Boise Hair Company in
the Shopko Plaza, 8065
Fairview Ave., is donating
their time to provide free
cuts and styles for those
donating.
The cut-off begins at 9
a.m. and lasts until 2 p.m.
on Saturday. Food and
music will be provided.
Donated hair is evaluat-
ed for its usefulness'
according to the following
guidelines:
It must be at least 10
healthy inched in length.
It must be bundled in a
ponytail or braid.
It must be free of hair
damaged by chemical pro-
cessing (no bleach or
recent perms). Dyed hair is
fine, as long as it is
healthy.
Locks of Love is a non-
profit organization that
provides recipients with a
custom, vacuum-fitted
hairpiece made entirely
from donated human hair. Volunteer your time, help
The vacuum fit creates improve community
suction with the wearer's
head,' eliminating the need Help improve the
for adhesives. Treasure Valley by attend-
This kind of hairpiece ing "Into the Trees," a
allows children who wear . morning of volunteer pro-
them to resume normal jects organized by Boise
daily activities. State University Volunteer
The goal of the cut-off is Services Board from 9
to collect hair and increase a.m.-l p'.m. Saturday.
awareness about the Participants should
opportunity to donate in meet at the Student Union
the future. Food Court' at 9 a.m. A
Following the drive, free, light breakfast will be
information packets will provided.
be given to all Boise Some of the projects
salons. This way, if a cus- include wetland restora-
tomer decides to cut at tion with'Idaho Fish and
least 10 inches, the hair Game, cleaning up the
won't go to waste. park in Garden City and
To make an appoint- several activities at Zoo
mcnt to donate or for more Boise. Some transportation
information, contact Stacy will be provided but vol-
Ray at 426-7228. unteers should come pre-
pared to carl;'0ol. .
For more mformatlon or
to sign-up to volunteer,
call ,426-4240.
Celebrate Earth Day with
music, food, games' and
guest speakers
BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY
, .
DISTINGUISHED
HORST L. STORMER
1998 NOBEL LAUREATE IN PHYSICS
"PHYSICS IN THE COMMUNICATION INDUSTRY"
APRIL 25, 7 P.M.
BOISE STATE 'UNIVERSiTY
STUDENT UNION JORDANBALLROOM
'~EN TO THE PUBLICFREEOFCHARGE'
. -, (DOORS WlLL OPEN AT 6 P.M.)
~_ FREE PARKING fOR THE LECTURE IS AVAILABLEAT ,THE
BRONCO STADIUM PAlU<lNG10T ANO ON BRONCO LANE.
From the Internet to.the-.~na1 computer, technology
has revolutionized our lives. H01'$t L. Stonner,.a 1998 .
Nobel Laureate inPhysics, discusses the latest teseareh in
solid, state physics and What the future might bring in a
1ectUtegearcd for a gcnetal audience ..
'The~ StaIB t1ni9taily~~ I.ecll=StmiallJ1lllDl1fd pimaDlyby
8tOdt:m&a.wiIh~~~tbcBoicSadcUnMaity~ml
Jaad~.pm.:. lUtID'C intiMjlm." a1l426-~
'" - - - _... , ... -'- ,,'
:,",-·~ii~'&
, . ... ."J .. '. .' Ari.·;COA~r.t;~' ,(Son .
pro~r.ms~d.Ticke~al; Center,]"~inJitill:,.·'·?'~·
!~iitionDesk;U~:~' ~~?J~~
seniorS; free to students
and Boise State faculty
and staff. Call 426-3980.
APRIL 29
;"f~tuff~," . Morrison
Center Stage II. 7:30 p.m.
April 18-20 and 24-27; 2
p.m. April 21. Presented
by Boise State theatre arts
department. Tickets: $9 Boise Music Week;vari~
general admission, $7.. ous locations around
non-Boise State students, Boise. Opens with All-
Boise State alumni and- School Night at 7:30 p.m.
seniors; free to. Boise' stu- April 26 at The Pavilion.
dents and staff, at Select- Free.
a-Seat, 426-1766 or
www.idahotickets.com.
(Free tickets available at
on-campus Select-a-Seat
only.) ,
, "
APRIL 26-MAY 4
St. Luke'smobilemam-
mography .. . unit,
Administration parking
lot. 8 a.rn.-S: p.m.
.Sponsored by Boise State
Women's .Cel).ter, nursing
department, Health and
Wellness Center and
HersWest. For appoint-
ment call 381-2055.
APRIL 27
APRIL 26
"Rite of Spring,"
Morrison Center Main
Hall. 8 p.m .. Presented by
Ballet Idaho. Tickets: $17
$37 at Select-a Seat, 426-
1110, orwww.idahotick-
ets.com.
Boise State Percussion
Ensemble Concert. Special
Events Center. 7:30 p.m.
Presented. by Boise State
music department.
Tickets: $5 adults, $3
seniors and free to stu-
dents and Boise State fac-
ulty and staff. Call 426-
3980.
Senior recital; Steve
McCormick, piano,
Morrison Center Recital'
....Luau, Student Union Hall. 7:30 p.m. Presented
Jordan Balliooin:6 p~rti: '. by-Boise State music
Presented by Boise State department. Free. Call
Hui 0 Aloha club. 426-3980.
Advance tickets: $15
adults, $8 students, free
for kids under 5, at Select-
a-Seat, 426-1494 or
www.idahotickets.com.
Tickets at door: $5 extra.
Family Fun Daze,
Discovery Center. 5 p.m,
Presented by Student
*
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CONGRATS
S OU OU
Uof I:Too far north for common sense..~".'
certain groups are more
privy to harassment and
potential violence (or per-
ceived threats of violence)
than mainstream groups not
only offers protection but
lends a kind of raison d'etre.
These individuals need not
only receive protection from
harassment, but acknowl-
edgement from federal and
state governments that they,
as American citizens, have
the same rights to life, liber-
ty and pursuit of happiness
as fraternity boys.
H people really were con-
cerned about American
rights and patriotism,
they'd be concerned with
the right to the peaceful
pursuit of happiness by all
Americans. Worshipping a
flag over a nation is a notion
the religious might term
"idolatry," or the overem-
phasis on a symbol over an
Ideal.
outside their assigned gen-
del!'roles.
In of my'lab courses, a'
volcano-complected girl (for
the term "woman" implies
adulthood and maturity)
thanked the instructor last
week for not making us doa
"gay experiment," I'm sure
I'd have to concur as a class-
room environment is not' the
place to experiment with
homosexuality. The term
"gay" used in this sense is
supposedly not meant to
imply homosexuality, mere-
ly that anything associated
with homosexuals is to be
treated with derision and
scorn. But this is among the
least offensive of what peo-
ple hear on a daily basis.
There have been many
attacks, on hate crime laws
as criminalizing thought or
as ineffective additions to
laws already on' the books,
but the fact is having the
government recognize that
back to the GSA and what
few options they have open
to them to deal with situa-
tions like these. Though
they-plan to pursue charges
of theft and vandalism,
Idaho's closest thing to a
hate crimes law is malicious
haras'sment, which criminal-
izes intimidating or harass-
ing someone based on race,
nationalitr' religion and
ancestry. whole-heartedly
agree that these distinctions
deserve the protection of
Idaho's laws, but, discrimi-
nation based on gender and
sexual orientation is far
more openly pervasive.
While racism is alive and
well, it is no longer an
acceptable prejudice. Racial
epithets are among the few
words that still draw audi-
ble gasps and uncomfort-
able silences. But in every-
thing from popular song
lyrics to slang, people are
fair game if they dare step
"
Sturgill explained, "It
was never meant with any
malice towards the orgam-
zation, or as 'gay bashing.' I
saw the flag as trying to
copy the flag of the United
States of America, and my
patriotic spirit went a little
too far." "
Unfortunately, the GSA's
rainbow colored flag resem-
bles the American flag like
the Golden Arches flag over
Mickey D's resembles the
American flag. It's not even
a close similarity . There are
stripes, but no stars. Would
these same morons burn a
striped shirt, but not a polka
dotted one? After Sept. 11, I
saw people jogging with
Amencan flag jogging
shorts. I always supported
the right to burn (your own)
flag in protest, but I think
wearing the American flag
on your ass is - at best - an
affront to good taste.
Of course, this brings us
tors - Matt Henman, Kevin
Smith and Joel, Sturgill
brought a rainbow-striped
flag owned by the Gay
Straight Alliance to the cam-
pus's Sigma ,Alpha Epsilon
frat house and attempted to
burn it on thenouse's
porch, but discovering' that
the flag was flame retar-
dant, they then disposed of
the flag in a dumpster.
Ironically, it was Smith's
Vandal card that allowed
them to get into the
Commons to steal the flag in
the first Flace. I guess they
don't cal them the Vandals
for nothing.
However, the three
young good old boys don't
claim any homophobia was
involved in this incident,
golly gosh no. They were so
gosh darn patriotic that they
couldn't bear to see a flag
resembling Old Glory in
anything but the traditional
red, white and blue.
'~eSl:tRe~"Hayes
I can say what I will
about telling folks back
home, or' wherever I travel
to grad school or beyond,
-that lspent my undergrad
years at their equivalent of a
clown college. However,
being in good old Boise has
its advantages, as a recent
case at U of I shows.
While our Cultural
Center director may be leav-
ing the campus, and Idaho's
reputation precedes itself on
race relations, at least the
bigotry on our campus
tends to stay beneath the
surface.
U of I student body-
President Kasey Swisher (I
won't comment on his last
name) resigned in shame
earlier this month after a
ridiculously inane fraternity
prank.
Three U of I student sena-
.
·l
"
A time to focus on student drinking
Finally, there's no way to
make a dent without stu-
dent ownership. A universi-
ty exists for students, and,
without their insight and
leadership, well-meaning
initiatives won't fly.
We must view under-
graduates as assets, not
problems. Strategies that
condemn student culture
won't work. It's more pro-
ductive to identify positive
aspects of student life - like
friendship, mutual respect,
a desire to learn, and school
spirit. In a recent survey, for
example, 98 percent of
Georgetown undergradu-
ates .who use alcohol said
that, when drinking, they
look out for friends. We can
work with that.
Many people believe that
nothing we do can help stu-
dents protect themselves
from the harm of excessive
drinking. We don't accept
that. From spending time
with students and from
'observing social trends, we
know that more must be
done.
norms. And we brought
national leaders to campus
to discuss promising strate-
gies.
While still in our nascent
stage, we've learned some
early lessons that will
inform our work:
First, it's essential to
develop an equal partner-
ship among students, facul-
ty, and administrators, and
to reach out to parents,
alumni, the local communi-
ty, bar owners and law
enforcement officials. No
one group can tackle the
problem alone.
Second, no universal
solution exists. Each school
must look to its unique com-
position, location and tradi-
tions. A city university like
Georgetown - located near
numerous bars - must devel-
op a different approach than
a rural school where stu-
dents rely, for example, on
Greek life. Moreover, the
community should engage
this issue continually. Short-
term strategies aren't realis-
tic.
people joined and split into
teams. Some worked on
helping freshmen to connect
to Georgetown. Some
focused on community-
building' measures and
strengthening on-campus
sociability. Some reviewed
our and other alcohol poli-
cies. And some identified
ways to prevent harmful
alcohol use through educa-
tion and other efforts, recog-
nizing that students in resi-
dential colleges often mis-
perceive that the only risk
from drinking is drunk dri-
ving.
Our early initiatives
speak to these values. We
sponsored activities for stu-
dents and faculty to enjoy
together. We developed
ways to introduce our uni-
versity's traditions to stu-
dents. We surveyed under-
graduates to determine
which campus-based social
options they'd use. We came
up with, a strategy to edu-
cate students that studying,
extracurricular activities
and volunteering are social
socialize off-campus where
underage students have
more access to alcohol.
Framing our work
became critical. If we
defined the solution as cam-
paigning against student
drinking, few undergradu-
ates would join. And if we
regarded success as asking
officials to sanction under-
age drinking; faculty and
administrators would not
take part.
We brainstormed with
confidence and patience,
believing that good would
come from honest dialogue.
Eventually, we unified
around three values: reduc-
ing the harm of dangerous,
excessive alcohol use, bol-
stering' in students the
empowering sense that they
own and have responsibility
for their community, and
treating students like com-
petent young adults.
, From there, we identified
specific actions to reflect
these values and soon invit-
ed more students, faculty,
and staff aboard. About 40
tell to one another.
In our initial meetings,
students discussed their
perceptions of drinking.
From a campus survey, we
knew alcohol use at
Georgetown mirrored
national trends. Our stu-
dents said most peers who
drink do so sensibly most of
the time, but not always.
They identified powerful
causes: peer pressure, a per-
ceived rite of passage, a
feeling that alcohol increas-
es sociability, relaxing after
days of academic stress, few
alternatives, and the
impulse to flaunt the rules.
Wrapping up, we only had
causes on the table.
Everyone agreed to regroup,
Next, we discussed exist-
ing campus resources,
including counseling ser-
vices, public safety, chap-
lains, orientation programs
and a caring faculty. '
However, students believed
we need new structures,
particularly since our cam-
pus-based resources are less
relevant when students
gv Bette R. Keltner and '
qfl~e' ~ Porterfield
Knig It Ri der News
Services
Signs, have emerged
everywhere that risky alco-
hol use among college stu-
dents is a national tragedy.
Some sobering stats: 44
percent of students still
binge drink, said a recent
Harvard report. And,
nationally, 1,400undergrads
- the size of an entire class at
our university - die yearly
from alcohol-related
injuries, according to anoth-
er study released Tuesday.
Recognizing these and
other risks, our proximity to
bars, and marketing efforts
targeting underage stu-
dents, Georgetown under-
took a new approach.
Last summer, about 15
studerits, faculty, and
administrators came togeth-
er to talk about excessive
alcohol use. We never
sought official status.
Instead, we informally met
to explore the issues and lis-
l,
Emotion has place within classroom
find that these departments
are the few that do provide
a space for emotion and
personal experience. But
these departments are also
still fledgling - not just at
Brown - and I worry that
they will feel compelled to
move away from the heart
in an attempt to be viewed
as "legitimate" by the rest
of academia. I worry that
academia will take the
intensely emotional issues
that these departments han-
dle and wring them dry. I
worry that classes in these
departments will be
reduced into specialized
and largely inaccessible
dribble, liberally sprinkled
with "isms" and "ologies."
Don't get me wrong: the
"isms" and "ologies" can be
valuable, but less so when
they exist only within a vac-
uum of the mind. It's high
time to abandon the old-
fashioned and ill-conceived
split between emotion and
reason. It's time to infuse
academic writing with ener-
gy and passion. It's time to
bring that same passion into
the -classroom. It's time for
the boredom to end and the
true learning to begin.
dents on the Main Green
without giving them even
the slightest acknowledg-
ment? It happens all the
time. The shallow student-
student relationships devel-
oped in the classroom stops
at the classroom door. But
when we relate to our fel-
low students on a deeper
emotional level, the discus-
sion extends beyond the
classroom: it continues at
The Gate and on the Faunce
steps. It continues even
after the semester's end.
When I advocate emotion
in the classroom, I do not
mean to suggest that classes
should turn into mushy-
gushy therapy sessions. We
can develop a dynamic rela-
tionship between the theo-
ry, the text or the subject at
nand, and our own emo-
tional reactions. We can log-
ically dissect and analyze
these reactions. We can the-
orize about them within a
broader context.
While it's exciting to see
the addition of departments
like gender studies and eth-
nic studies to college course
catalogues across the court-
try, I sometimes worry
about their futures within
the hallowed walls of acad-
emia. Currently at Brown, I
conditioned us to keep our- ~ move the emphasis from
selves and our emotions out "angry" to "is." Anger can
of "serious" academic both enrich and exemplify
papers. our bland theoretical frame-
"Dry" and "boring" are works about race and class.
the key indicators of a truly Because without emotion,
academic essay. When the frameworks remain just
something actually moves that - theoretical and
us and we want to write bland.
about it, many of us literal- Many of us view the
ly don't know how. (Hey, I classroom as a space to
only learned by writing think, not to feel. In fact,
opinions columns.) many of us prefer it that
Recently I read a book for way. It makes things easier.
a class about the frustra- Conversation between talk-
tions that a working class ing heads is refined and
woman of color, confronted often painless. We 'don't
during her years in college. even need to know each
During class discussion, no other's names. Heck, we
one knew what to say. don't even need to see each
"Why is she so angry?" one other's faces. Bring emotion
student finally asked, with into the picture, and things
a heavy emphasis on can get dicey. Students
"angry." The general con- become vulnerable.
sensus was that the author Discussions can become
needed to overcome her uncomfortable. Feelings can
anger if she wanted to write get hurt.
an "academic" book. The But I would argue that
anger was intrusive, stu- this is where a deeper level
dents said. One woman of learning has the potential
asserted that "she should to take place. When we
have just written memoirs incorporate personal expe-
instead." rience and emotion into the
I don't agree. We can classroom, we become more
learn from anger. We can human to each other. How
use our "intellect" to seek to many of us carryon discus-
understand its root causes. sions with fellow students
In asking ourselves, "Why for three hours a week, and
is she so angry?" we can then pass these same stu-
When I was a freshman, I
took a class called
"Resisting Identities" that
dealt with racial issues in
multicultural literature.
Despite its compelling title,
the class was a terrible bore.
H revolved around specula-
tive discussions of subordi-
nation, marginalization and
authenticiy. Students of
color, who comprised most
of the class, were never pro-
vided with a space to apply
these fancy words to their
own experiences or daily
realities. Conversation was
stilted. There were long
gaps of silence. Concepts
remained floating within
the realms of theory and
abstraction.
In the rare cases that stu-
dents are given a space to
share a bit of themselves
with the professor and the
rest of the class, they are
often bewildered. As a
Writing Fellow, I was once
assigned to a class in which
the professor encouraged
students to use "1" in their
papers and to enrich their
critical analysis with their
own emotional reactions.
Many students felt lost. "1
don't know how!" one sput-
tered in frustration. Years
of schooling have expertly
By Kerala Goodkln
Brown Daily Herald (Brown
U.)
PROVIDENCE, R.I.
Why is academia so scared
of emotion? For years, it
seems, higher education has
sought to sever the mind
and heart. The separation
has become so ingrained
into students' conceptions
of the "intellect" that
should emotion inadver-
tently creep into our stud-
ies, many of us leap back in
fright. "What should I do?"
we ask ourselves, furrowing
our brows. "How do I
respond?"
Intellectuals constantly
argue that emotion muddies
logic, clouds reason,
intrudes into the heady
realms of "research" and
"proof." They have their
point. Emotional experience
cannot be the basis of logic;
neither can it serve as com-
prehensive "proof" for an
academic theory.
But - and of course
there's a but - emotion can
also compel logic, it can
bring abstract academic the-
ories into the realm of
everyday understanding.
Emotion and reason need
not be mutually exclusive.
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graphic designers get internship credits while you get paid!
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AIR NATIONAL GUARD .
Up to $3,000.00 Per Semester for
Full-TimeStudents fff
* Montgomery Gl Bill * Montgomery GI Bill Kicker
* State Tuition Assistance * Cash Bonuses
* Student Loan Repayment Program
Fuel Jour f<uhlTe
For More information contact:
TSgt Rod Elson
422-5597 or (BOO)621-3909
~ Air ;;;It:;;;;;/~rd
Modeling Auditions
"Girls on Campus"
Become a Calender Model and you could win $1OOO!
12 from Idaho will be chosen.
You must be 18-25 and a college student in Idaho.
NO EXPERIENCENECESSARY
Auditions Saturday May 4
Doubletree Riverside, Boise
Cinnabar Convention Room
2pmto9pm
Casual street attire OK
Productions,
landl roductions@msn.com
'Friday and Saturday night special:
IHave your Pre-funk party with us!
Ladies all your drinks are free from 8-9pm I
Men you can have $.50 cent, 16 oz pounder
beers from 9-10 pm
Tuesday night:
By one well drink or draft beer and
your second one is free all night long
Wednesday:
Alive after five might be over, but our \,
Wednesday night BFD parties are not I.
..' "'",' ", ",' <>
I$1.00domestic 16 oz. drafts
$2.00 16 oz. Micros
(yep that includes Fat Tire)
Ladies Night!-
Ladies all Y9ur drinks are
only $1.00 all night long.
'Guys you will have to accept the fact
that you will pay full price on thatnig~tll
MAIN 8TQEET
Old Boise
Upcoming Events
Do you have a private ,party to plan? The
Bistro has up to four different rooms to
rent and will help you make your party a,
great success. We can handle anything
, from 5 people to 500. For more
information call345.,.9515 ask for Ted.
345-9515··
609\iTo':Ntairt
." ---' - ."
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Furtado fuses
muslca! styles,
"_. ,__ "-"---0- ,
Furtado has jammed with
lots of great players in~his
career such as .:q~'f!~
Tony Furtado's love for Grisman, Peter': ",.
bluegrass.. started when he Ratdog, David Li,' j!!f".
was a cub banjo player Kelly Joe PheIR~;'
growing up in the mile-high played on his alp,\}", .. ~,h:
city of Boulder, Co. By the Tony Furtado B:~hi::t;~p\~1')~~:~:it~;,
age of 18, he was well on his "Every step h~5Q.i~~~~1;%~
way to becoming a prolific, takes on hIS Jourl\~y.,(:.~;'~i~
professional musician. based on intelligence, 'm'wliA~~"
Now, barely in his 30s, cianship, taste and visiori,~i:'{
Furtado has lasted the test Oh, ,and you're going to'~(i
of time and proved to the want to dance to it as well. '
world his prowess for cross- In fact, you'll notice the
ing all musical barriers and desire to grab somebody
creating a high-energy, and shimmy and sweat,"
eclectic sound. Phelps said.
Furtado'S latest project, Five years ago, Furtado
the New Gypsies, boasts an had a slide guitar epiphany-
impressive line-up of all-after hearing Ry Cooder's .
star players" ,including classic "Paradise and
Oregon saxophonist Paul Lunch." At this Joint, he
McCandless, bassist Matt was addicted an decided
Spencer from Motet, John R. to add a slide guitar to his
Burr from theAlison Krauss line-up and put an emphasis
Band and. legendary drum- on acoustic arrangements
mer Tom Brcchtlein from for his live shows.
Chick Corea'·'ifnUAl'" pr: "Itwas it religious expert-
Meola fame. ence and I became intent on
Furtado and the making slide guitar sound
American Gypsies' roots like a voice. That Blind
music is steeped heavily in Willie Johnson stuff, and Ry
blues, jazz, rock, Celtic and Cooder's interpretation of
Appalachian Folk, with a it, is mesmerizing because
little Rocky Mountain-style it's so lyrical," Furtado said.
thrown into the mix. Furtado's latest line-up,
"This new project is an the American Gypsies, wiII
attempt to simplify-to be featured on his latest stu-
refocus the music and send dio effort, "American
if off in a new, uncharted Gypsy," 'which wiII hit the
direction," Furtado said. shelves in May. Friday
p~ J. ~at[ICk Kelly
TeAr iter
night's s ow is guaranteed
to please listeners from all
walks of life.
"If people want to come
and sit and just listen,they
can. If they want to dance,
we'll give t em a beat to
dance to. It's a nice musical
gumbo-a listenable, dance-
able package," Furtado said.
If you go box ...
Tony Furtado and the American Gypsies are playing
Friday night at The Big Easy. The show starts at 8 p.m. and
tickets are only 10 bones. Call 1-800-965-:4827or log onto
www.bigeasyconcerts.com to purchase tickets.
Guests highlight Crow's new album
songs that both "Easy" and
"Over You" lacked.' In fact,
"Over You" comes out as one
of the best songs on the album
melodically and musically,
although lyrically it is not quite
as rich as some others.
The title track is the culmi-
nation of everything on the
album. While allowing Crow
to exhibit her mastery of words
and music, the song falters in
the same places that the album
does: in places the melody is a
bit recycled and the lyrics are a
little too sugary. In' spite of
this, the song comes out
strong.
One of' the best aspects of
the album is that Crow, like
always, manages to say some-
thing meaningful. Flying in the
face of popular music's insis-
tence on meaning absolutely
nothing, even in her love song<:
Crow writes about things that
matter, at least to her. This is
most clearly exemplified in her
commentary on pop culture.
On Steve McQueen, Crow
comments, "We got rock stars
in the White House, / all our
pop stars look like porn, / all
my heroes hit the highway, /
they don't hang out, here no
more."
"You're an Original," too, is
a song (ironically sung with
Lenny Kravitz) "all about the
malaise of pop music and cul-
ture: "You're an original, baby.
/ Turn around and you're
looking at a hundred more. /
Caught you in a pose that
everybody knows. / We
thought you had something
special."
Another theme of the album
that is related is that of Crow's
independence. On
"McQueen," she shouts, "I
ain't takin' shit from no one;
baby that was yesterday. I'm
an al1American rebel making
my big getaway." Similarly on
"Soak up the Sun," she belts
out, "don't have no master
suite, I'm still the king of me."
Just like all her previous
albums, "C'mon C'rnon"
. exhibits Crew's mastery of
musical form. Sometimes she
gets carried away and some-
times lazy, but overall, Sheryl
Crow manages to put together
an album that sounds about as
tight as it gets.
l
The guest appearances on
this album are impressive. In
the case of the third song,
"You're an Original," the guest
-is Lenny Kravitz. Fresh off his
own release, the voices of
Crow and Kravitz complement
each other beautifully. The
song, another tongue-in-cheek
criticism of pop culture, is also
one of the better on the album.
"Hole in my Pocket," sounds
suspiciously like "Original,"
without the good lyrics and
guest vocals.
Crow also tries a few bal-
lads, mostly about lost or for-
bidden love. These are some of
the weaker songs on the
album, the strongest probably
being "Safe and Sound:" A
song about lost love, the track
is of the most passionately
sung on the whole album,
although Craw's weak sopra-
no doesn't hold the melody
convincingly.
The other two slow songs,
"Abilene" (with Natalie
Maines) and "Weather
Channel," are wholly weak
and uninspired. Both songs are
sung without conviction .and
make the listener not even
want to listen to the lyrics.
The poorest tracks on the
album are "It's So Easy" (with
Don Henley) and "Over You:'
The two songs are out of place
on Crow's album. With cheesy
melodic lines and predictable
chord patterns, both songs,
especially "Easy," sound like
early '90s love songs by Celine
Dion or Whitney Houston.
Even the lyrics are sickeningly
familiar and reek of cliche:"It's
so easy holding you near / I
could melt in your arms and
disappear / loving you baby is
breaking my heart tonight. /
It's so easy but it isn't right."
"Over You" isn't nearly as bad,
but is still disappointing.
Like the two songs just
. mentioned, "Diamond Road"
(with Stevie Nicks) and "It's
Only Love" '(with Gwenyth
Paltrow!!?) are a bit too famil-
iar. However, both guest vocal-
ists add a dimension to the
Sheryl Crow has made a
name for herself by writing
music in her unique way.
Refusing to conform to the
modem standards of pop and
rock, Sheryl Crow has written
her own brand of
folk/ pop / rock/ country just
because all she wants to do "is
have some fun."
Sheryl Crew's latest album,
"C'mon, C'rnon," is similar to
her earlier' efforts. She
acknowledges this in the first
song on the album, "Steve
McQueen": "I wanna rock and
roll this party. I still want to
have some fun." "McQueen" is
actually one of the better songs
of the album due to its classic
guitar lick. The track rocks out
while criticizing pop-culture.
The next song on the album,
"Soak up the Sun," was the
first single off the album. An
easy-paced rock song, "Soak"
is perhaps the most fun song
on the album. As she does on
the first track, Sheryl writes
like a woman enjoying herself
on "Soak."
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...'Tartuffe' blends'p~riod
piece.vvith modetni,ty .
including their seats in the
set.
Characters interact with
audience members and
address them directly, and
Reinhart takes the liberty of
heralding latecomers in a
particularly funny and inge-
nious way.
While the effect works
well for the most part, occa-
sionally this break in scene is
more distracting than
endearing,
When the bailiff (Adam
Cotterell) solicits n.ewcus-
.tomers bfdistribilHng; -his
card, the attention moves off-
stage just long enough to
interrupt what is happening
in the scene.
Rothwell takes command
of the audience from his
entrance and garners most of
the laughs while he manipu-
lates argon's family.
His portrayal of Tartuffe is
over-the-top, but just enough
to gain the most effectiveness
in the role. .
Rothwell's dance inter-
lude, punctuated by flashing
lights right out of any club, is
a must-see.
Moliere's rhyming script
is difficult to grasp at first,
but once the pace is set, the
twists of language add to the
comedy onstage.
L.J. Demetita's costumes
combine stylistic elements of
period dress- with a 21st cen-
tury palette of colors and
matenals.
Demetita also deserves
credit for convincingly trans-
forming Aaron Kiefer and
M.el.li.·s.a.. p.,au..l. i,'i\., ..t.o..~~r. 8.Q~~s.;~.mother. and' brOtl\~.'::itt'law,
'resr:c~tf,lY't~e" ";~:dUCtiOn
delivers a lively rendition of
this classic story, and show-
cases what stands to be an
exciting lineup of both veter-;
an and new actors from the
theatre department.
Moliere's satirical com-
mentary on 'religious
zealotry proves tobe as time-
ly and appropriate today as
when the King of France
banned it years ago.
p~ Matt Neznanskl
T e Arbiter .
The Boise State theatre
arts department production
of 'Tartuffe,' playing until
Saturday, is a clever mix of
Renaissance French and
modern sensibilities.
Director Gordon Reinhart
invites audiences into the
home of French gentleman
Orgon, . enthusiastically
played by Cody Hyslop.
argon's home is in disar-
ray since Tartuffe,ahyp-
ocrite . played ',by. Ken
Rothwell, has wooed him
with his piousness.
The production is set in
Orgon's dining room, which
creates an air of formality'
and order.
Meanwhile, the characters
do anything but abide by the
rules of the day.
Phil Atlakson's simple set
design places the emphasis
on the onstage action.
Setting the scene in the
round brings the audience in
touch with the actors on
more than one occasion, even
"Tartuffe" Dramatis Personae:
Aaron M. Kiefer
Cody Hyslop
Heidi Reeder
Brandon Dean Halpin
Jesslka Bayll
Ryan Capps
Melllsa Paul
Ken Rothwell
Rosela Moseng
Adam Cotterell
Roger Venable
AndyAts
Mine. Pemelie~ oi-Qon's mother-
argon, Elmlre's husband-
Elmlre, argon's wlfe-
Damls, argon's son-
Marlane, argon's daughter-
Valere, In love with Marlane-
Cleante, argon's brother-In-Iaw-
Tartuffe, a hypocrlte-
Dorln~, Marlane's mald-
M. Loyal, a balllff-
Kino's Officer Alpote,
Mme. Pernelle's mald-
Directed by Gordon Reinhart
The play takes place at argon's house In Paris.
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A 3 hour work week. A 50-70 hour check.
The coolest job you will ever have. It is hard enough to find
the time to study without holding a job. When you work part
or full time ( like most of you do) and then try to sneak in your
study time between work and school hours, It becomes a much
bigger hassle. What's a person to do? Simple. just call
COCONUTS ENTERTAINMENT.
COCONUTS ENTERTAINMENT is now contracting guy and girl
dancers for the 2002 spring/summer season, and ~ey.on.d. If you
have a special look and a dynamic personality, thiS gig IS custom
made for you. Work an hour and a half per party and ave~ge
$300.00, perlodl Simply call 385-9900 and ask for the ~ooklllg
manager, Stepha me and she can answer any questions.
It's time for you to have a LIFE as well as a college career,
so give uS a call and see how ~und~eds of ~tuden~s have.
achieved their collegiate goals while still enloylllg their free time.
• " '" , IT'S TIME TO CALL COCONUTSI
. , .•.• .~ ..~~.,.. 208-385-9900 .
, ". #1 party dancer provider
....... for
-.='a 11 years running
www.coconulsent.com (E-mail usat:coconuls@coconutsent.com)
. !
I.
I,
, ,
..
If you go ", :§
This is the last week of ''Tartuffe.''·Boise State students can pick up their free tickets for.:
the Thursday, Fridayaild Saturday night shows at the Student Info counter in the Student.::
Union. The play starts at 7:30 p.m. ,. ;:,.....
\
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Two former Broncos taken in NFL draft"" ', ')
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,
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Arbiter me photo by Ted Honnon.
JbbPutzier:movln' on up.
Progresslon
Projectt( 110ne
MAY 3-4 :2.002
.~~ SCHROEDER·· * h;8 Ort films
: LadYfest• ------=.
Spring Fitness Challengefrom
2000_0 ly ,I'r'.~ Get your friends together and participate in the
Spring Fitness Challenge. Two person teams will
compete in these fitness events:., CheerleadersRadica.,&..':: *musical ~e.rformance_ 2.5 mile Campus Fun Run/Walk
Tug-a-War
Obstacle Course
--
Men's, Women's and Co-Ree teams will all compete
for Championship "f-shirts and other great prizes.
When: Friday April 26th
Time: Registration begins at 2:30 pm
Competition begins at 3:30 pm
Place: The Intramural Field
Questions: If)'Ou have questions, or would like to pre-register )'OUrteam.
please contact Usa at 426-1,592. .
selected by the Seattle Seahawks in the 5th
round as the 171st pick overall.
"I wanted to be on the west coast," Hill said.
"Seattle has a good program that is up and
corning. I'm happy."
Hillwas rated as one of the top 10 players at
his position in the draft. Pro Football Weekly's
report on Hill was that he has good. size and
size potential. He is an above average-to-good
athlete and really responded to the pro coach-
ing he received at the Senior Bowl.
Pro Football Weekly's report on Putzier was
that he has very good speed for a tight end and
that he catches the ball well and can adjust to
the off-line pass. He improves every year and
made his biggest strides in 2001.
Both Hill and Putzier were drafted at posi-
tions other than the ones they started their col-
lege careers at. Hill began his career at Boise
State as a defensive lineman where in 1999 he
had 21 tackles. He then moved to offensive line
where he earned second team All Big West
Conference honors in 2000.
Putzier started his career as a wide receiver
at Boise State. In 2001 he made the switch to
tight end and flourished leading the team in
touchdowns with 12. Putzier ran away from
most coverages utilizing his great speed.
The Western Athletic Conference had 10
players selected in this year's NFL draft. The
Miami Hurricanes set a record for a seven
round draft with 11 players taken.
B~ DaVin Shindle
TeAr iter .
As former Boise State tight end [eb Putzier
went to sleep Saturday night not knowing that
he was using his Denver Broncos blanket,
be.ing drafted by the Broncos was far from his
mind. ,
"They called me and asked me how I was
doing," Putzier said of the team that selected
him in the 6th round as the 191st pick overall.
"I said good and they said well you're about to
get better, your name is going on the board."
"They never talked to me until the draft,"
Putzier said. I told my little brother (sleeping
with the Denver blanket) must have meant
something."
What it meant was, that Putzier will be
heading out to a four-day mini-camp from
May 2nd to May 5th, where he will begin his
pro career as a backup to future Hall of Fame
tight end Shannon Sharpe.
"That will be a great step up to learn from
one of the best tight ends ever," Putzier said.
Sharpe, coincidentally, was a late round .
draft pick when he was drafted as the 192nd
pick overall. All he has done since is become
the best tight end of all time breaking former
Cleveland Browns tight end Ozzie Newsome's
record for career receptions for a tight end.
Sharpe just returned to the Broncos from the
Ravens for this season where it will likely be
his last.
Boise State's other NFL draft pick came
from the offensive line when Matt Hill was.
Women's tennis
downs Utah 6-1
Think you're the best athlete on campus?
He!e's your, chance to prove It.
Visit us on the Web at www.3sportchallenge.com
to find out mora on how to play.
Bronco Sports
Information
Tournament next week in
Tulsa, Oklahoma.
The Broncos closed out the
regular season on a positive
note as they swept all three
doubles matches and then
claimed victory in five of the
six singles matches. The
Broncos number one doubles
team of Helen Lawson and
Renate Stoop, ranked 49th
nationally, defeated Utah's top
team of Irini Kotoglou and
Allison Hansen by the score of
8-3. The Broncos completed
the doubles sweep when Erin
Polowski and Jemima
Hayward won 8-2 at the sec-
ond doubles position while
Alissa Ayling and Anna
The Boise State women's
tennis team closed out the reg-
ular season with a 6-1 victory
over the University of Utah at
the BoasTennis Center at Boise
State on Saturday, With the
win the 49th ranked Broncos
improve to 20-3 on the year
and extend. their home win
streak to 27 consecutive match-
es. Next up for the team, the
Western Athletic Conference
S1000Haircut
Stans forS15
12tans for S30
w/BSUActivitycard
Walk in or Appointment
426-0285
556 S. Vista in Vista Plaza
next to Jumpin Janets
Football
Divisions: Men and Women
Event date: Friday, April 26, "
Time: 2:30· 5:30 pm
.Locatlon: Intramural Field (behind the SUBr
RegistrationisFR.E E·
.: "", ",
nls FRE·ERegistrati
Regi$trati.on~>iS'~'~·Re~e
.!.. .', ..,': "._,,' Y_~-'_'-"-"'V ,.j'{~~'-",<";"-;'" ,;,-:',:'-",'.:::
Curtolo brought horne the
final victory as the third team
with a 9-7 win.
Boise State dominated sin-
gles pia)' at four of the six posi-
tions. The Broncos recorded
quick wins at the top three
positions and at the number
five singles. Boise State's Stoop
defeated Utah's Ellen
Svensson 6-1, 6-1 to start the
Bronco momentum in singles.
The Broncos did not let up the
entire match as Helen Lawson
defeated Sheri Esrock 6-2, 6-4
at the twos and Jemima
Hayward won over Linn
Ronnberg 6-3, 6-0 at the threes
to complete an impressive
sweep at the top three singles.
However, Boise's domination
was not over as Alissa Ayling
recorded a 6-0, 6-0 victory at
the fifth singles position'
against Cassie Kasteler fol-
lowed by Anna Curtolo's three
set win over Allison Hansen 6-
1,3-6,6-2.
The lone Utah victory carne
in a hard fought battle at the
number four singles between
the Utes' Irini Kotoglou and
the Broncos' Erin Polowski.
Polowski claimed a 6-4 win in
the first set before Kotoglou
rallied to win the second set 6-
3 sending the match into a
third and deciding set where
she outlasted Polowski 8-6 in a
tie-breaker.
Basketball Baseball
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If you've had an expe- Court Apts will be
rience with Affinnative bulldozed! Students
Action- we'd like to will lose housing! Now
talk with you about it. What? Call Housing
Call The Arbiter 345- 426-3986
8204 Ext. 310. Leave a
short message with Wanted: College stu-
your daytime phone dents & their d~s to
number. Or email take- socialize with 0 er
action@arbiteronline students & their dogs
.com If interested call
429-1756
Sell your stuff locallySTUDENTSI
REMINDERI online@
ASBSU (42$-1«0) provId •• boise4sell.com CallFREEAnoRNEY
COHIULTAnoNlJ 863-6818
wlth.~prtv ..t.~rrot
. moIOt ~.I probIelTll you may
havo.
Get free help withIndudlng:
dlvorcelfamlly law your writing at thelandlord problems
child cuatody and BSU Writing Center
child support LA-2oo, 426-1298
collection and Are you a female 21-
debt problams 33?NWOD is looking
perBonallnJury and for egg donors in your
Insuranca
workman's area. All ethnicities
compansatlon welcomed. Would you
claims .like to help someone's
DUllcrlmlnal
dream come true andTAKE
ADVANTAGEI earn $3000 For more
C"A3B9Utor..,~ info call 208-634-9774.
Alklnwya:~laumb:
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Need a Photographer? 1988 Mazda 323 Blue 4 Need to sublease your Cocktail Servers Take charge of
Engagement, Door Runs Great & apt for summer? Call Wanted Night Moves your careerWeddings, Portrait, Clean 5 speed $1200 208-234-0278 388-1829 After 4 pm
New baby, etc. 863-2128 Applications @4348 Walgreens Is one of the nation·.
Call Porter's For sale: mobile home, West State Street fastest growing retailenl- with
Photography at 208- - Washer and Dryerfor 2 bed, 2 bath, close to 3,100 rt<Ni openings for stom_ ewer the nex1 five
863-5967 Ask for Brian sale good condition BSU. $19,900. Call 343- SPB years. And we have the trad<
~e·
$200 OBO 426-9477 1900 for more Get hands onexperi- nKXJrd to make K happen - 27
,I
information. ence in the entertain-
straight years of nKXJrd growth &
profitability. We now seek:
MATfRESS-Queen ment industry and get MANAGEMENT lRAlNEES
Orthopedic Set, Brand Own your homel4 paid for it. Pick up an
new in pkg Value $550, Bdnn Mfg. Hm. Close application @Student 'We have opportunltiellin BOISE
for entrepre_, ombItlous
Pocket PC HP Jordana Sacrifice $133. 866-7476 to Green Belt. $53,900. Activities in the.~UB or IndMuals who thrive on challenge
543 Includes Internet 433-9772 sherihone@ . call 426-1223 - end who want to take charge of
BED-Queen Pillowtop hotmail.corn their future. Who want theExplorer,Windows authority to make declslon., the
Media Infrared & more Mattress Set. New-still Work from home rontroI to Implement them & the
$390353-1124 in plastic, with warran- 500-25OO/mo PT3DOO- \'oiIJ1ngness to take responsibUltyfor the results. RetaU experlence
ty. Value $699, Sell Place your ad with The 7000 / rno FI' Training, . and/or ooUege degree prefered.
700 Watt New $176. Can deliver Arbiter Classifieds! Free info 800-311-5815 WaIgreens 011"",:
866-7476 www.nobosscentral -competitive sterling 1l81eries.Microwaves $35 Call -Hands-on management
353-1660 .com exper1ence .-Dynamlc, dlvenle workAdobe Illustrator .~ envtronment.91 Dodge Spirit, reli- Version 7.0 for Maca Bartenders needed. -Greet benefits, including e stock$15 Call The Arbiter @ Earn $150-250 per pun:hase program.able $1300 Call . -cutting edge lechnologlcel tools.353-1660 345-8204 night. No exp neoes- -Intensive tr'dlnlng.sary. Call 866-291-1884 5end your resume to: Walgraens.For Sale 89.Dodge Norton Antivirus ext 435 8100W, FelrvlewAve .. BoIse,ID
Caravan AC Heater Version 5,0 for Maca $5 83704. Fex:200-375-2648.
Radio $800 OBO Call The Arbiter @ $250 a day
353-5771 345-8204 potential/bartending. 'Uldt1....~Training provided. 1-
1989 Ford Probe LX Adobe Acrobat 800-293-3985 ext 223. Walgraene.comIcereem
New Paint Fully Version 3.0 for Macs We welcome Individuals of
$5.00 Call The Arbiter dlvellle talents andLoaded Sun- roof backgrounda. Walgreen.
Custom Wheels New @345-8204 promot •• and supports a
Tires $2795 863-2128
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By LInda C. Black
Tribune Media Services
Today's Bhthday (April
25). You could do qUite well in busi-
ness this year. Find a need and fill it.
It's something for which you have a
natural talent. This is going to be a lot
of work, bul nothing you can't handle.
To get the advantage, check
the day's raling: 10 is the easiest
day, 0 the most challenging.
Aries (March 21.AprIl19)-
Today is a 7 - Your brain is bubbling
over with questions, Ideas and cre-
ativity. Luckily, you have somebody
to talk to about it.
Taurus (April 20·M~y 20) -
Today is a 7 - Your financial con-
cerns should be alleviated soon. The
work you've been doing will increase
in value. If you stick to your budget,
you'll achieve abundance.
Gemini (May 21..June 21)-
Today is a 7 - You're getting stronger
In more ways than one. Venus, the
planet symbolizing love, is going into
your sign. Mars, for assertion, is
already there. So is Saturn, for expe-
rience.
Cancer (June 22.July 22) -
Today is a 7 ~Want to brighten up
your home at a price you can afford?
Martha Slewart has nothing on youl
Use your imagination and show her
how it should be done.
Leo (July 23·Aug. 22) - Today is
a 7 • Somebody who was rather
intimidating is becoming more of a
friend. Your charms are workingl
That, and the effort you've made to
understand.
Virgo (Aug. 23-5ept. 22) - Today
is a 7 - Past 'effortsfinally start paying
off and not a moment too soon.
M~ney that's due could finally arrive,
or perhaps you'll get that raise or pro-
motion.
Libra (Sept. 23.()ct 22) - Today
is an 8 - All that effort and hassle
doesn't get you nearly as far as one
lucky break can. Look for such a
break. Even a jealous person'scriti-
cal comment won't mess up your
chances. Later is better.
Scorpio (Oct 23·Nov. 21)-
Today is a 7 - Sometimes there can
be a link between love and money.
For example, not having enough of
the latter can make the former more
difficult. But planning for your future
together is very roman~ic. Do thaI
now.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22·Dec. 21)-
Today is a 7 - Old you know that
yours is the sign of wisdom? But you
still have to go through the steps.
You'll be amazed at how much you
can leam now. Keep an open heart.
Capricorn (Dec. 22..Jan. 19) •
·lbday is a 7 - Time to tum in the
paperwork. Let people know what
you've been doing. Send out bills for
your services. You don't usually like
this part of the job, but it could be
almosi fun.
Aquarius (Jan. 20·Feb. 18) -
Today is an 8 - See? Isn't it getting
better? Funny thing is, it doesn't
much matter if you won or lost. Either
Is cause for celebration.
Pisces (F!lb. 19·March 20)-
Today is a 6 - A loved one is having
difficulty now, and you can help. This
person needs to take a more round-
about route to whatever is being
sought. An older person .you know
can help. Put in a good word. Be the
link.
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HAVING, FIR5T M'V -I
KE'V CARD DOE5N'T
WORK, 50 I HAVE TO
TI\ILGATE INTO THE
BUILDING.
'_ ..J
THEN /"\"1 NEThJORK
PA5SWORD OOE5N'T
WORK. NOW /"\"1
VOICEMAIL DOESN'T
WORK'
15 IT P055IGLE FOR
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WALK
AND
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...those y,flo have excellent verbal
skins and need a flexible
schedule ...
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~ ~TURNER&KLEm:':
IMAGINE THIS:
FOR MORE INFORMATION:' '
CALL(208) 376-4480~
creative
individuals
who aren't
afraid of work
(or computers)
Crossword
ACROSS
1 Muddle
5 Botanist's
concern
10 ETs'rldes
14 Petroleum
company
15 Worships
16 Market
17 Gibberish
19 Pakistani tongue
20 Admiration
21 Mauna_
22 Call from pews -
23 Police bust
. 25 Art of fishing'
27 Twyla Tharp's
domain
31 Oklahoma city
32 Gangster's rod
33 Enclose
38 Alaskan
language
40 You betchal
42 Muse of poets
43 Maidenly minor
deities
45 Intense anger
47 Privy to
48 Jumbo product
51 Durante movie,
with "The"
55 Food fad
56 Top Norse god
57 SONY rival
59 Synagogue
leaders
63 BeatJes song,
"Penny_"
64 Indiana university
66 "Of _ I Sing"
67 T.S. from SI.
Louis
68 Jodie Foster film
69 Male heirs
70 List of
candidates
71 Scoltcase
Down
1 Created
2 Greek Cupid
3 Rabbit's tail
4 Came to one's
senses
5 Writer Ian
6 Used-ear site
17
12 1392, 4 6
14
63
66
I, ,,,,,. ,,,
69
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AD right. rv-.
7 Egg-shaped
8 Give temporarily
again.
9 Sidewise
10 Customary
11 Physicist Enrico
12 Of the past
13 Hurled
18 "The Owl and the
pussycar poet
24 June 6, 1944
26 Actor Wilder
27 Arithmetic
average
28 Exclusively
29 carpe_1
30 Dined at home
34 Watch part
35 Wife of a rajah
36 All-inclusive
breadth
37 Corn bread
39 Those guys .
41 Eggon
44 Neck wraps
46 Fujairah or
Ajman
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49 Available by
beeper
50 Calendar span
51 Sloughs oft
feathers
52 Western state
53 Flax thread
54 Joints with caps
58 Inter_
60 Catafalque
61 Man or Wight
62 Auctioneer's last
word
65 Poker winnings
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